We introduce a new L 2 norm preserving heat flow in matrix geometry. We show that this flow exists globally and preserves the positivity property of Hermitian matrices.
Introduction
In this paper we introduce a new evolution equation in the matrix geometry such that the 2 L norm is preserved. In [1] , the author introduced the Ricci flow which exists globally when the initial matrix is a positive definite. The Ricci flow [2] [3] preserves the trace of the initial matrix and the flow converges the scalar matrix with the same trace as the initial matrix. In [4] , we have introduced the heat equation, which also preserves the trace of the initial matrix. In [5] - [8] , the authors introduce the norm preserving flows which are global flows and converge to eigenfunctions. We know that the fidelity of quantum state is an important subject in quantum computation and quantum information [9] [10], the 2 L norm flow we studied is very closed related to the fidelity. This is the motivation of the study of norm preserving flow in matrix geometry.
To introduce our new 2 L norm flow in matrix geometry, we need to use some language from the book [11] and the papers [1] [4] [12] . Let , x y be two Hermitian matrices on . We use n M to denote the algebra of all n n × complex matrices which generated by u and v with the bracket [ , ] = u v uv vu − . Then CI , which is the scalar multiples of the identity matrix I , is the commutant of the operation [ , ] u v . Sometimes we simply use 1 to denote the n n × identity matrix. We define two derivations 1 δ and 2 δ on the algebra 
The aim of this paper is to show that there is a global flow to (1.1) with the initial data 0 n c M ∈ and the flow preserves the positivity of the initial matrix.
Existence of the Global Flow
Firstly, we consider the local existence of the flow (1.1). We prefer to follow the standard notation and we let = L ∆ − Λ , where Λ is a positive definite Hermitian matrix. Let = ( )
with the initial matrix
Formally, if the flow (2.1) exists, then we compute that 2 | | = 2 < , >= 2 < , > 2 ( ) < , >= 0. . Then (0) = (0) b a and we get 
Positive Property Preserved by the Flow
In this section we show that positivity of the initial matrices is preserved along the flow. That is to say, we show that if the initial matrix is positive definite, then along the flow (2.1), the evolution matrix is also positive definite. Remark that by continuity, we can show that if 0 0 a ≥ , then ( ) 0 a t ≥ along the flow (2.1).
